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In society often there is a situation when it is necessary to estimate and qualify in any way acts of people. Such 
assessment is carried out through the system of social-political control. Social-political control is the group and 
individual, organized and unorganized observation of behavior for the purpose of prevention, prevention of 
deviations from social, moral-political norms, punishment or correction of deviants. 

Social-political control is a system of methods and strategy by means of which society directs behavior of 
individuals. 

In ordinary sense social-political control is reduced to system of signs and sanctions by means of which the 
individual coordinates the behavior with expectations near and own expectations from the surrounding social, 
political world. In relation to individual behavior social or moral-political control is shown as limiting external 
force - how on our behavior have restrictive influence physics laws. The child, who burned a finger, learns 
carefully to address with fire and further in the behavior reckons with physical laws. 

However, such schematically understanding is insufficient. It is generated by a mechanical determinism and 
the simplified psychologies'. Actually social-political control is purely external in relation to the individual only in 
early years of life when the behavior of the child is corrected constantly from the outside by parents, tutors, 
teachers. During this period compliance of acts of the individual to the accepted norms is provided with external 
sanctions. 

In the course of a growing and socialization there is an internalization of social, ethical, political standards. It 
means that the behavior of the individual copes with internal regulators more and more: its personality integrally 
joins the standards of behavior which he perceives as a component itself (himself), «the second nature». The 
situation when there are all possibilities to make with impunity and without the knowledge of others favorable or 
pleasant for us, but immoral from the point of view of social, political standards an act is familiar to all of us, but 
we don't act, because we «aren't allowed by conscience». The voice of conscience is internal self control, which 
represents inside control and the control from the society side. 

Sociologists, political scientists and psychologists always aspired to open the mechanism of an inside of social 
or moral·political control. For example Emil Durkheim, said about «moral education» as the thinnest and perfect 
tool of coercion by society of the individual. The Austrian doctor, psychologist Z.Freud came to the same idea 
some other way. He showed that in structure of the personality there is a special layer - «over - I» - formed by 
assimilation of a parental ban in the childhood; «over - I» functions as the internal censor which is out of the 
sphere of consciousness and is imperceptible for the last forces out and doesn't pass to understanding socially, 
politically forbidden inclinations and impulses. 

If Freud's thought continues further as T.Parsons interpreted it, it is possible to tell that social or moral-political 
control is based on ability of the actor to look at the act eyes of other actor. And in order that such point of view 
wasn't perceived by the actor as the violence, going from the outside, it is necessary, that I and Another in the 
interactions recognized that adhere to the same standard system. Therefore, social-political control is irreducible to 
coercion, let even to the symbolical. It is not social or political dresser, and a society appeal to an autonomy of the 
individual. That here is understood as the word "autonomy", actually represents ability of the individual to operate 
own development. Efficiency of social or political control is provided with its inside when it is perceived by the 
individual as own free decision. 

Social-political control carries out in the society the function close to functions socialization [I]. The 
difference is that socialization assumes komformny behavior. In spite of the fact that the majority of people 
periodically break social, moral-political norms, they trust and are guided by those values which dominate in this 
social group, the people and society. Therefore, the temporary and insignificant deviation from social, is moral
political norms (for example, violation of the rules of crossing of the street or smoking where it is forbidden) 
doesn't mean unsuccessful socialization. But there are also more negative and even types of deviations dangerous 
to society: criminal offenses, political mistakes, crimes, alcoholism, drug addiction, prostitution, foul language, 
roughness. These and all other deviations from social, moral-political norms and it is urged to regulate socially
political control. 
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Social-political control can be shown as in a type of direct reaction o~ the ne~ surr~unding social, political 
sphere (for example, approval or disapproval by our relative, friends_ ~r cluefs, poht1cal_ehte of our any acts), ~d 
in the form of continuous or periodic i~fl~ence of social: mo~l-pohtic~I norms of soc1~~ (through ~1'.5s ~ed1'.1' 
on work, in educational process etc.). It 1s important that 111 this :ase social or moral-poht1cal control 1sn t g1v~n m 
system, operates occasionally and as its carriers is not professional controllers, but people of other professions. 
Such socially-political control is called as informal [2]. 

Where professional controllers of social, moral-political norms act, systems of professional control are usually 
created, which follow the observance of certain social, moral-political norms, fix violations and apply sanctions 
which are provided by the legislation. Such socially-political control is called as formal [3]. 

It is necessary to tell that in system of socially-political control the important place belongs to types of 
informal control for implementation of socially-political control. American sociologist Dzh. Crosby allocated four 
main types of informal control: 

- Social compensations. They are expressed in such forms, as smiles, approving nods, handshakes, words, the 
whole speeches and toasts, attention of women, politicians, goodwill of seniors and chiefs etc. Social 
compensations encourage observance of the standard norms and rules (comformality) and indirectly condemn 
their violation (deviation). 

- Punishment. It is a question of informal of social or political condemnation. The forms of informal 
punishment are dissatisfied look, intonation, a mimicry expressing offense, a dissatisfaction, the critic, an 
aggressive pose, pressure, threats, verbal boycott, ostracism, physical, political violence. Punishment is, as a rule, 
directed against concrete violations of social, moral-political norms. Application of these or those forms of 
punishments depends as on a susceptibility of the violator, his understanding of degree of fault and a behavior 
comformality, and from a level of development of personal qualities and the needs of people of a direct 
surrounding which are carrying out punishment. 

- Belief This type of informal control consists in such impact on a deviant which forces it to comprehend the 
acts, social, moral-political norms, and to change the behavior. The belief carries more neutral and tolerant 
character in relation to the violator. This type of informal control affects more consciousness, than on feelings and 
emotions. The one who is engaged in belief, operates, as a rule, after careful consideration: selects arguments, tries 
to show all social, 'political benefits of change of behavior for a deviant, to explain, in what his interests and 
interests of group consist, which aren't observed in case of violation of norms by it, etc. 

- Reassessment of norms. It is, according to J. Crosby, the most difficult type of socially-political control. In 
this case the behavior which was considered as deviant, is estimated as normal. For example, in the past if spouses 
got divorced, children remained with mother. Now judges pay attention to desire, possibilities and behavior of 
spouses, than on their sex. Therefore in the West there were many single fathers. This process in Kazakhstan only 
still begins. It is an example of reassessment of norms on the scale of society. But social, moral-political norms 
can be overestimated in concrete groups too. For example, norms ofrelationships in Armed forces of Kazakhstan 
now evolve in the direction of humanity, friendliness, democratic character, smaller cruelty. 

Important component of multilateral system of socially-political control along with informal types of socially
political control of implementation of control functions are formal types of socially-political control. Known 
American sociologist T.Parsons offered classification and gave the analysis to three main types of formal control 
for implementation socially-political control: 

- Isolation. This type of formal control is applied to separation of inveterate or most dangerous deviant from 
society. Forms of isolation are preliminary (in pre-trial detention centers - PDC) and imprisonment, and in camps 
and prisons - so-called «shizo» (a penal insulator). Such type of formal control allows to support the high status 
social, is moral-political norms, deleting them constant and malicious violators from society and depriving «is 
exemplary for imitation» those who is inclined to deviation. Isolation, according to T.Parsons, doesn't provide 
rehabilitation attempts. 

- Isolation. This type of control provides restriction of contacts of a deviant with people around, i.e. not full, 
but partial isolation from society. At deviant possibility to return to society when they will be ready to carry out 
social in this case remains, is moral-political norms. Forms of isolation can be, for example, a placement to 
psychiatric hospital for limited term, prohibition to be engaged in political activity the reference or expulsion from 
the country. 

- Rehabilitation. This type of formal control prepares a deviant for return to society, to execution of the social, 
political roles. Rehabilitation is necessary, for example, for the military personnel, a long time being in conditions 
of operations. Social psychologists create the special programs of rehabilitation considering features of isolation 
of deviant and violation by them social or is moral-political norms. 
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The system fonnal socially-political control is fonned by the professional organizations; this system create and 
coordinate state authorities. She affects a basis of acts. A main objective of system formal socially-political 
control - creation, a reconstruction and order maintenance, observance of the rules established by the legislation. 
This system consists of the following organizations (institutes): police, court, prison which carry out the state 
policy, directed on overcoming of deviant behavior. 

- Police. As a result of continuous interaction with various deviant representatives of law enforcement bodies 
have a peculiar vision of world around and an assessment of the people getting to a field of their sight. It is 
necessary to remember that they not so much "carp", how many fulfill requirements of chiefs for service and the 
functional duties. There fore at contact (detention) to them it is necessary to separate accurately the behavior from 
deviant and to show the positive attitude to an order and the persons providing socially-political control. Then 
from their party it is possible to expect the positive or indulgent relation; 

- Court. A court task as the organizations socially-political control is definition of fair punishment for the 
criminal considering weight of violation by him of social or political nonns. Feature of organization, its difference 
from police consists that the last can detain any suspect of the violator, isolate it from society. Courts recognize 
someone as the criminal only after presentation of proofs, and at their absence set the suspect free. Often courts 
agree with committed a crime that in exchange for recognition of fault and cooperation by it will give minimum 
possible tenn under this article. It becomes proceeding from complexity of search of proofs and full PDC (pre
trial detention center); 

- Prison. In what prison punishment consists? According to the American sociologist Olson, the prison 
deprives deviant «Of freedom, the goods and services, the sexual relations, independence and protection>>. They 
become a part of special social or political group which exists in the special social, political system consisting of 
social groups of supervisors and prisoners, each of which has the statuses and roles, the social or political types. 

The American sociologist Garabedyan revealed the following types of prisoners: "legislative" - participate in 
programs of rehabilitation and maintain the normal relations with the staff of prison; «Worthy guys» - don't accept 
participation in programs of rehabilitation and avoid contacts to the staff of prison; "politicians" - take active part 
in programs of rehabilitation and come into wide contacts to the staff of prison and other prisoners, but do al I this 
insincerely, without repentance; "outcast" - undermine prison discipline, are completely isolated from employees 
of prison and other prisoners, carry out more than others time in penal insulators; "calls" - behave inconsistently; 
usually evade from contacts both to the staff of prison, and to other prisoners. 

It is necessary to notice that one of negative nonns of the prison world is aggression of prisoners. Sociologists 
Ellis, Grasmik, Gilman revealed seven major factors, promoting aggression manifestation: young age; presence of 
other prisoners inclined to aggression; the big time spent in prison; black race; bad conditions of the contents; 
visit rarity from the outside; long imprisonment term. Especially important role is played by age [4]. The youth 
always yours faithfully concerns those who is able to fight (tl1erefore, is independent) while more elderly consider 
such as "blockheads". 

As N.Smelzer considers, deviation is a street with bilateral movement. Therefore nature of relationship 
between the violator social, it is moral-political norms and the staff of bodies socially-political control turns an 
outcome of this process. 

In system socially-political control over deviation the important place belongs policy-educational, social 
related work for example, activity of bodies of social security and various public organizations, charity 
foundations, mercy societies. These organizations and employees acting in them, unlike police, court, prosecutor's 
office and furthermore from prison, are inclined to consider deviating from operating in the society of norms 
behavior not as malicious intention and as a problem of social, political trouble, unused possibilities of the 
individual or personal emotionally - the moral immaturity, demanding not sanctions, and sympathy, mercy, 
patience, support, and it is frequent also treatments. Therefore they are focused not on crime measures of restraint, 
and on socially - the psychological, medical, reeducational measures directed on rendering of the social help to 
the personality, on it socially-psychological rehabilitation. This very important direction in democratization of 
ways, means and fonns socially - the political control helping each person including a deviant, to design in the 
consciousness and behavior the positive, constructive personal project to become the master of his own live. 

Due to the problem socially-political control there is interesting and very important for sociology, political 
science a question: as far as in general gives in socially - to political control individual behavior and how to 
estimate a control role in society? Representatives of a functionalism consider socially-political control as the 
inevitable requirement without which performance society will be lost as its nonnal functioning becomes 
impossible. They consider as alternative of effective social or political control chaos and an anomy - absence of 
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management. For example, representatives of a social behaviorism consider possible and admissible application 
«technologies of social control» - a manipulation as consciousness of individuals in interests of dominating social, 
political groups. Other directions in sociology, political science estimate socially-politological control not so 
optimistically. For example, conflictologies consider that in real society the system socially-political control 
works for saving of the status quo in interests of dominating social, political groups and to the detriment of all as 
the rest. Theorists of the Frankfurt school considered socially-political control as means of social or political 
coercion. According to E.Fromm, society possesses the mechanism of the psychological pressure, allowing to 
force out from consciousness of individuals the social, political experience menacing to saving of the status quo. 
This mechanism operates by analogy to the Freudian censor, to that only with a difference that has the social 
nature. To G.Markuza considers that in modem western society, so to lerant to the individual and his wills, 
privately there is a soft form of the social, political control functioning as smoothly, as control at a totalitarian 
mode. Such form of control is a control through requirements. To Markuza argues that the consumer society 
deforms and subjects to total control consciousness of people, creating and imposing them the false requirements 
which are not resulting not so from their real needs. 

So, advertizing and masses-media form needs for a certain type offashionable clothes, entertainments, shows, 
readings etc. From culture which becomes mass, its deep measurement leaves, it becomes one-dimensional and 
forms the one-dimensional person - special type of the character consumption becomes which basis [5]. 

Whether society without everyone socially-political control is possible? Hardly. Such society where social or 
political control would be entirely i11ternalizovanny where there would be no need for external sanctions and 
mechanisms of their application would be an ideal of free society which would show a trust maximum to the 
individual. Such society always was a subject of utopian dream. Nevertheless, to reach such condition in the 
history it was not possible. And still social, political development of mankind obviously goes by the way of 
mitigation of forms socially-political control and its including is more increasing. To what finally will lead this 
process - will show the future. 

On the basis of above stated it is possible to conclude that socially-political control represents a way of self
control of the social, political system, providing ordering interaction of its components (individuals, groups, 
generalities) by means of standard regulation. It includes set of norms and values which possess in relation to the 
individual compulsory force, and also the sanctions applied with a view of implementation of these norms and 
values. With reference to deviating behavior socially-political control means set of efforts of surrounding 
individuals, groups and the social, political institutes directed on prevention of deviation, to the aid, punishment of 
deviant or their correction. The orientation and the contents socially-political control, ways and fonns of its 
im~lementation d~pends on historical conditionality socially-political, economic, ideological, socially-ethnic, 
soc1ocultural, family- household and other features of this social, political system. 
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TyitiH 
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Pe:noMe 
B CTaTLe paccMatpHBlllOTCll eonpocLI COIUlll.llLHO-nOJIIITH1iecroro KOHipOJIJI 8 ero ocymecmneHBll. B C'I81'Le YJlCllCHO 

BID!Mat!He Hen;ocraro'IHO Hl)"leHHblM H j\llCKyCCHOHHLIM BOT!pOCaM. 

Summary 
In article it is considered questions of socio-political control and its implementation. In article the attention to insufficiently 

studied and debatable questions is paid. 
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